The City of Conroe provides this information with the understanding that it is not guaranteed to be accurate, correct or complete. This product is for informational purposes and may not have been prepared for or be suitable for legal, engineering, or surveying purposes. It does not represent an on-the-ground survey and represents only the approximate relative location of property boundaries. Conclusions drawn from this information are the responsibility of the user. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy, correctness and timeliness of the materials presented. The City of Conroe assumes no liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly as a result of incomplete, incorrect or omitted information, even if the City is advised of the possibility that the information may not be accurate. The user of this information assumes all liability for their dependence on this information and assumes all responsibility for its use.

Source: \Projects\2013-013-Plan\data\0822-VA_PeoplesRd\VA_PeoplesRd_8x11_20130822
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